Engineered
Hardwood Flooring
Designed by nature.
Shaped by tradition.
Finished by hand.

ter Hürne
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Healthy Living

Act sustainably

You can breathe
deeply with us

Responsible
and ecological

Engineered hardwood floors by ter Hürne are completely natural. They consist entirely of wood and
are hand-finished with oils based on linseed and
walnut oil. That guarantees you clean, uncontaminated indoor air and thus more well-being, health
and ultimately quality of life for you and your family.

We have nature to thank for the material wood.
The responsible handling of this valuable resource
is therefore a fundamental part of our company
philosophy and covers all areas and processes
of our company. Ter Hürne has FSC® and PEFC™
certification and supports the environmental and
social aspects of a fully traceable and recognised
sustainable forestry industry. The careful selection
of the growth regions and the trees growing within
them are crucial for our high quality standards.

Every year independent testing institutes certify
the compatibility of our production processes and
products with healthy indoor living. They confirm
that our engineered hardwood floors are particularly
low in pollutants and emissions and are therefore
healthy to live with.

Guarantees for a healthy
home environment

The ‘blue angel’ label also guarantees that the
products meet high standards in terms of their
environmental, health and usage properties. It includes the entire life cycle of a product in its testing.

RW10-12

For over 30 years, the German Eco-Institut has
been a leading provider of emission and pollutant
testing of construction and furnishing products that
evaluates products according to national and
international criteria. The Eco-Institut label has been
awarded for the past nine years and is one of the
leading international quality seals for products low
in harmful substances and emissions.

www.realwood.eu

That is the reason why we subject ourselves to annual external audits by these renowned institutes.
In order to achieve certification from these organisations tested products must be particularly low in
emissions and thus suitable for healthy home living.

,'

with exception of
smoked products

with exception of
smoked products
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Collections
Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design
Planks

Strip floors

Unique

Contours

planks enhanced by hand

Moods of Provence

contoured strip floors &
basket weave

planks with round bevel

Heaven

extra-matt lacquered & naturally
calm planks

Fischgrät/Systemdiele

Earth

Flemish Heritage

natural oiled & expressive planks

herringbone & system planks

You have never experienced engineered hardwood flooring so varied, so lively: We are inviting
you on a journey through the worlds of ter Hürne engineered hardwood flooring. We will show
you unique engineered hardwood floors, as natural and pure as nature created them. With
modern designs that set new trends, shaped by tradition and lifestyle. Hand-finished with
original craftsmanship and intelligent technology ‘Made in Germany’. All our surfaces meet
one requirement: The maximum healthy home environment possible for your well-being.
We hope you enjoy it!

Engineered Hardwood Flooring Classics
Planks

Strip floors

Grand Naturals

Satin Elements

Grand Velvet

Pride of Nature

oiled planks

matt lacquered planks

matt lacquered strip floors

oiled strip floors

*Real wood: non-binding colour and grade illustration – deviations are possible in real wood products due to natural growth.
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design

Genuine Craftsmanship

Unique

Hand-scraped

planks enhanced by hand

Inspired by the hand-scraping process: We guide
a slightly rounded planing knife in gentle wavy
lines over the plank. This enables us to achieve a
natural-looking variation in the surface that feels
particularly pleasant.

Every piece of wood, every plank tells its own
story. In our Unique collection we bring them to
life. Varied knot patterns, heartwood or distinctive
shakes, with a high proportion of colour variation
or sapwood – these are all expressive characteristics for the impulsive grade of our Unique surfaces.
We treat the unique characteristics plank by plank
and accentuate them by hand, while retaining
the original character of the wood. So each plank
becomes a unique hand-finished specimen, with
incomparable design, unique charisma and value.

Knot enhancement
When timber planks are air-dried, the hard knot
parts shrink less over time than the rest of the plank.
We accelerate this process and produce by hand an
effect that normally only emerges after years.

Art.-No.: 1101012001
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101013015
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

N01 | Oak unique*
plank | impulsive
hand-scraped/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101013018
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
N02 | Oak unique sand beige*
plank | impulsive | enhanced splits/
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101013030
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
N04 | Oak unique*
plank | impulsive
enhanced knots/natural oil-treated

N06 | Oak unique old brown*
plank | impulsive
hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled

Art.-No.: 1101013020
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
N03 | Oak unique silver grey*
plank | impulsive | enhanced knots/
coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101013014
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
N05 | Oak unique velvet brown*
plank | impulsive
hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled

Split oak

Art.-No.: 1101013016
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Wood is a living material that is permanently
expanding and contracting. Stress cracks are
natural changes that are a model for us when
designing surfaces. Our craftsmen skilfully produce
and accentuate this unique character.

N07 | Oak unique unfinished effect*
plank | impulsive
hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled

Art.-No.: 1101013017
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
N08 | Oak unique grey beige*
plank | impulsive
hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled

Art.-No.: 1101013019
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
N09 | Oak unique mist brown*
plank | impulsive | enhanced splits/
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
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N01 | Oak unique | plank | impulsive | hand-scraped/natural oil-treated
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design

A fabulous walking experience

Moods of Provence

The rounded bevel:
A treat for the eyes and feet

The afternoon sun sinks over the violet sea of
fragrant lavender plants, which stretch their
graceful curves in lines straight as a die, almost
endlessly to the horizon...

The planks in our Moods of Provence collection
stand out with their specially finished rounded
bevels. Gently rounded long sides create a soft and
flowing transition from plank to plank – pleasing to
the eye and foot.

planks with round bevel

When laid in the room, the floor appears especially
balanced and harmonious. The rounded bevel
makes each plank appear larger, thus bringing out
the grown character of the wood to striking effect.

The gentle swaying curve of lavender plants in
French Provence is the inspiration for our Moods
of Provence collection. The expressive surfaces
processed as planks are characterised by their special round bevel. Partly planed for still more haptic
impressions, our Moods of Provence are a concert
for the senses. A fabulous walking experience.

Art.-No.: 1101011789
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101010788
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

R01 | Oak*
plank | expressive
brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010883
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R02 | Oak alpine*
plank | expressive
sculptured/brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010901
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R04 | Oak dark brown*
plank | expressive
smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated

1 Discontinued article. While stocks last.

R06 | Oak*
plank | expressive
brushed/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010790
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R03 | Oak light beige*
plank | expressive
brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012397
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R05 | Oak alpine light beige*
plank | expressive | scupltured/
brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012145
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R07 | Oak tobacco brown*
plank | expressive
smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010885
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R08 | Oak alpine deep brown*1
plank | expressive | sculptured/
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010886
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
R10 | Oak alpine grey brown*1
plank | expressive | sculptured/
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

R04 | Oak dark brown | plank | expressive | smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated

Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design | Moods of Provence Collection | 12 / 13

R04 | Oak dark brown | plank | expressive | smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design

Balanced freshness

Heaven

Harmoniously calm and varied

extra-matt lacquered & naturally
calm planks

Our Heaven planks have an extra matt finish with
a multilayer coating system. This coating also
protects against stronger impacts because it is both
elastic and flexible. It also provides good protection
of the wood surface against everyday wear and tear.
The extra matt coating also accentuates the calm
appearance of the floorscape.

The planks of our Heaven collection radiate a gentle,
almost heavenly tranquility. This collection follows
the trend to quieter surfaces. To do this, we combine a balanced grade with modern colours and
finish the surfaces with our special soft brushing
and an extra matt finish. This surface enhancement
gives the planks a timeless and genuinely natural
appearance. The extra matt finish reduces reflections
to a minimum , allowing the colours and natural
beauty of the flooring to be experienced more
intensely. When laid, the result is a floor with a
pleasant silky feel and a bright freshness.

Art.-No.: 1101012217
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101012220
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

K01 | Oak unfinished effect*
plank | balanced
brushed/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012218
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
K02 | Oak light grey*
plank | balanced
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

A particularly soft brushed finish emphasises the
timeless, clear effect of the Heaven surfaces. Each
Heaven plank is continuously tested for the appropriate degree of gloss. In addition, a ter Hürne
expert takes samples to guarantee a perfect result.

K04 | Oak ochre brown*
plank | balanced
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012219
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
K03 | Oak grey*
plank | balanced
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012221
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
K05 | Oak basalt brown*
plank | balanced
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012222
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
K06 | Oak red brown*
plank | balanced
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

The colours of the Heaven and Earth Collection are also available as herringbone and system planks from the Flemish Heritage Collection (page 28).
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K01 | Oak unfinished effect | plank | balanced | brushed/extra matt lacquered
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design

Impressive intense colours

Earth

Lively and powerful

natural oiled & expressive planks

With our Earth floors, we have for the first time
succeeded in combining the special effects of
curing and effect oils with the strict requirements
of the Eco-Institut and the ‘Blue Angel’ for a healthy
home environment.

The variety of the earth is the model for our
Earth collection. The colours of the planks in this
collection are vibrant and strong with an
expressive range.

An important factor here is time: During its
creation, we let the plank rest up to three times
overnight, to let the unique, completely natural
play of colours appear. The result is colour variations that turn the special characteristics of oak
- its characteristic medullary rays, colour nuances
produced by the acid content in the wood - into a
healthy living experience.

Through the skilful use of natural effect oils, we
succeed in stimulating the interplay of colours
in each individual plank - sometimes subtly,
sometimes intensely, always in tune with the
various eco-certifications.

Art.-No.: 1101012223
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101012226
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

L01 | Oak sand grey*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012224
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
L02 | Oak sand brown*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

,'

L04 | Oak terra brown*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012225
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
L03 | Oak smoke grey*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012227
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
L05 | Oak azure brown*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

The colours of the Heaven and Earth Collection are also available as herringbone and system planks from the Flemish Heritage Collection (page 28).
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L04 | Oak terra brown | plank | expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design

Stylish contours

Contours

3-Strip floors Contura

contoured strip floors &
basket weave

3-strip floors reinterpreted: A love of detail and
special craftsmanship are the hallmarks of our
Contura strip floors. Each single stave of variable
length is brushed and given a four-sided bevel –
the Contura bevel –which makes it stand out from
the next stave. This creates a modern ‘used look’ of
a floor that has been in the prime of life for many
years and has acquired a certain patina.

The special bevelled versions in our Contours
collection create distinctive floorscapes. The skilful
use of the Contura bevel accentuates individual
elements and creates a fantastic interplay of light.

Contura
basket weave

Contura 3
strip floor

The intensive brushing and treatment with natural
oils additionally accentuate the naturalness of the
surfaces. The result is high-contrast accents for an
architecturally elegant floor ambience.

Contura basket weave

Art.-No.: 1101012283
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101012301
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

P01 | Oak*
basket weave | balanced
brushed/natural oil-treated

P06 | Oak design*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012284
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P02 | Oak sand grey*
basket weave | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012287
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P04 | Oak terra brown*
basket weave | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012285
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P03 | Oak sand brown*
basket weave | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012288
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P05 | Oak azure brown*
basket weave | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012302
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P07 | Oak design sand grey*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012304
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P09 | Oak design terra brown*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

2390 mm

The Contura bevel is also used in basket weave
pattern of engineered hardwood flooring. Three
longitudinal staves with contured long sides meet
two contured transverse elements. Combined with
other planks, it creates an artistic basket weave look
with an impressive spatial effect.

Art.-No.: 1101012303
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P08 | Oak design sand brown*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012305
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
P10 | Oak design azure brown*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

200 mm

200 mm
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P05 | Oak azure brown | basket wave | balanced | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Design

Rich floor architecture

Flemish Heritage

Herringbone:
A majestic format

The city of Antwerp in the 16th century: The golden
age of Flanders produces an impressive variety of
architecture and art. The success story of parquet
flooring is running its course here. Parquet flooring
developed to become the flooring of the nobility
and rich merchants. To this day we can admire
there the high art of parquet flooring not only in
the palaces and stately homes but also in modern
architecture.

The herringbone pattern is the epitome of the
classic engineered hardwood floor. The herringbone pattern is unmistakable in single or double
patterns. All ter Hürne herringbone planks have
the same profile, so there are no left or right-hand
planks as with conventional parquet flooring. It
can therefore be laid faster, easier and particularly
efficiently due to the minimal wastage.

The formats of our Flemish Heritage collection
allow us to replicate the magnificent laying patterns
– for a rich floor architecture with majestic charisma.

System plank:
Unlimited floor design

herringbone & system planks

The installation pattern is an important factor in
determining both the character of the floor and
the effect of a room. Our system planks offer many
different installation patterns. The basket weave
or chequer pattern is a timeless classic. It is one of
the oldest ways of laying engineered hardwood
flooring and can often be found in castles and
stately villas. The floor may also shown to good
advantage by framing it with a 4-sided border.
Art.-No.: 1101012230
1082 x 162 x 12 mm

M02 | Oak light grey*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012233
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M04 | Oak ochre brown*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Double herringbone

Basket weave

Offset basket weave

Art.-No.: 1101012235
1082 x 162 x 12 mm

M01 | Oak unfinished effect*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012231
1082 x 162 x 12 mm

Single herringbone

M06 | Oak red brown*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012232
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M03 | Oak grey*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.:1101012234
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M05 | Oak basalt brown*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012241
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M07 | Oak*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012237
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M09 | Oak sand brown*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Herringbone (1082 mm x 162 mm x 12 mm) and system planks (972 mm x 162 mm x 12 mm) are also available in the colours of the Heaven and Earth Collection.
The colour finishes of the herringbone-surfaces shown here are also available as system planks.

Art.-No.: 1101012236
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M08 | Oak sand grey*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012238
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M10 | Oak smoke grey*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012239
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M11 | Oak terra brown*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012240
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M12 | Oak azure brown*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012243
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M13 | Oak light beige*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012242
1082 x 162 x 12 mm
M14 | Oak*
herringbone | expressive
brushed/natural oil-treated
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M02 | Oak light frey | herringbone | expressive | brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Classics

Oiled planks

Grand Naturals
oiled planks

Our Grand Naturals collection of natural oiled
planks is completely natural. With gradings from
even to expressive, each individual plank displays
its grown origins in an impressive manner. What
we are particularly proud of in this collection is its
versatility:Whether traditional, classic or modern
- Grand Naturals floors can be perfectly integrated
into any interior style and give every room an impressive design. We treat the open-pored surface of
each plank with a breathable oil based on natural
raw materials. It accentuates the natural, unspoilt
colour character of the original wood and gives the
surface a pleasant warmth.

Art.-No.: 1101012197
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101012289
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

S01 | Oak*
plank | expressive
brushed/natural oil-treated

S06 | Oak*
plank | even
brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.:1101012290
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
S02 | Oak light beige*
plank | expressive
brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010888
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
S04 | Oak soft beige*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

S01 | Oak | plank | expressive | brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012154
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
S03 | Oak*
plank | balanced
brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012137
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
S05 | Oak light beige*
plank | balanced
brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010889
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
S07 | Oak reed grey*
plank | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101011652
2190 x 162 x 13 mm
S08 | Walnut*
plank | balanced
natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010890
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
S09 | Oak cinnamon brown*
plank | expressive
coloured/natural oil-treated
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Classics

Matt lacquered planks

Grand Velvet

matt lacquered planks
Generous and diverse – these qualities characterise the planks of our Grand Velvet collection.
The surfaces made of various timber species,
ranging from even to expressive gradings, are mainly
matt lacquered. This gives them a pleasant, velvety
feel, reflections are reduced. The shades of the
Grand Velvet planks are understated, ranging from
deep brown to soft grey to crystal white. They are
perfect floors for nearly every interior design style,
and particularly uncomplicated in everyday life
due to the extra lacquer coating.

Art.-No.: 1101010896
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101012165
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

T01 | Oak*
plank | even
brushed/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010787
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
T02 | Oak soft grey*
plank | balanced
brushed/coloured/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012175
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
T04 | Oak light beige*
plank | expressive
brushed/white-matt lacquered

T06 | Ash azure white*
plank | balanced
white-matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010895
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
T03 | Oak crystal white*
plank | balanced
white-matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010786
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
T05 | Oak grey white*
plank | balanced
brushed/limed/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010173
2190 x 162 x 13 mm
T08 | Walnut*
plank | balanced
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010639
2190 x 162 x 13 mm
T10 | Hard Maple Canadian*
plank | expressive
matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012177
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

T02 | Oak soft grey | plank | balanced | brushed/coloured/matt lacquered

T07 | Oak*
plank | balanced
matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012174
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
T09 | Oak*
plank | expressive
matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010638
2190 x 162 x 13 mm
T11 | Beech*
plank | balanced
matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101012178
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
T12 | Oak old white*
plank | balanced
brushed/pasted/lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010642
2190 x 162 x 13 mm
T13 | Bamboo caramel beige*
plank | even
coloured/matt lacquered
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Engineered Hardwood Flooring Classics

Matt lacquered strip floors

Satin Elements

matt lacquered strip floors
For our Satin Elements collection, we compose
a selection of 3-strip floors with lacquered, wellproportioned surfaces from various species of
wood with lacquered, harmonious surfaces. When
installed, they create a harmonious floor with a
classic, luxurious impression.
Incidentally: ter Hürne 3-strip floors are unique due
to the production technology, in which the staves can
be arranged in over 60 different ways. With a stave
length of up to 500 mm they are significantly longer
and more diverse than is usual for a 3-strip floor.

Art.-No.: 1101010610
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101010676
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

U01 | Oak*
3-strip | balanced
matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010611
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U02 | Oak*
3-strip | expressive
matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010613
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U04 | Oak grey white*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/limed/matt lacquered

1 Discontinued article. While stocks last.

U06 | Ash grey white*
3-strip | expressive
brushed/limed/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010101
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U03 | Beech*
3-strip | balanced
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010903
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U05 | Oak design mist grey*
3-strip | expressive
brushed/plane marked/coloured/matt
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010114
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U08 | Hard Maple Canadian*
3-strip | balanced
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010151
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U10 | Walnut*
3-strip | balanced
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010135
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

U13 | Ash azure white | 3-strip | expressive | white-matt lacquered

U07 | Oak tobacco brown*1
3-strip | balanced
smoked/lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010612
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U09 | Oak old white*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/pasted/matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010141
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U11 | Cherry American*
3-strip | balanced
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010104
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U12 | Beech*
3-strip | expressive
lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010616
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U13 | Ash azure white*
3-strip | expressive
white-matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010614
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U14 | Oak light beige*
3-strip | balanced
white-matt lacquered

Art.-No.: 1101010096
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
U15 | Ash white violet*
3-strip | expressive
white-matt lacquered
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Oiled strip floors

Pride of Nature
oiled strip floors

Wind and weather, storm and calm, light and shadow
- we combine nature‘s many facets in the Pride of
Nature collection of classic 3-strip floors. The
expressive grade shows the structure of the wood
to perfection, accentuated by intensive brushing. We
treat all surfaces in this collection with natural oils.
That allows the colours of the wood –’the pride of
nature’ to shine throughout their entire spectrum.
When laid, these multifaceted 3-strip floors create a
spirited floor aesthetic.

Art.-No.: 1101011527
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art.-No.: 1101011529
2390 x 200 x 13 mm

V01 | Oak*
3-strip | expressive
brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010800
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V02 | Oak wild anthracite*1
3-strip | expressive | deep brushed/
coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101012396
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V04 | Oak*
3-strip | expressive
strongly brushed

1 Discontinued article. While stocks last.

V04 | Oak | 3-strip | expressive | strongly brushed

V06 | Walnut*
3-strip | expressive
natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101011617
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V03 | Oak*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101011618
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V05 | Oak tobacco brown*
3-strip | expressive
smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101011528
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V07 | Beech*
3-strip | expressive
natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010891
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V08 | Oak soft beige*
3-strip | expressive
brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art.-No.: 1101010619
2390 x 200 x 13 mm
V09 | Oak light beige*
3-strip | balanced
brushed/white/natural oil-treated
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Try the room studio
Just try laying your own virtual floor
www.terhuerne.com/Service/Raum-Studio/
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All products at a glance

Sorted by colour
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V08

M08

M08a

T12

N02
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T05

U14
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T04

S02
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V03

P07

M01

M01a

R05

M13

M13a

P06

U01

V01

U02

R06

S01

L01
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K03

M03
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T07

M07

M07a

P01
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T01

K02

N03
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N01

R01

S06

M14

U05

L02

R10

M04

M04a

K04

M14a

R02

V04

T13

S07

S09

K01

P08

P04

M11

M11a

L04

T08

U10

V06

S08

V05

N05

N08

P09

L03

M10

M10a

P10

R07

N06

R08

R04

K06

M06

P05

M12

M12a

L05

V02

K05

M06a

U07

N09

M05

M05a

Scan QR-Code for virtual
installation of the floor.
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Engineered hardwood flooring in detail
Real wood middle layer
Wood is a living material that is constantly
expanding and contracting – particularly under
conditions of fluctuating humidity. In order to
ensure that the parquet plank nevertheless remains
dimensionally stable and can be perfectly installed
and does not warp even when laid, we at ter Hürne
use solid wood staves with standing growth rings
for the construction of the middle layer. This is a
selected piece of wood, which is characterised by
special stability.

Surface finish
EXTRA
MATT LACQUER

Real wood top layer
(wearing layer)

We also leave air gaps between the individual
staves to ensure an optimal distribution of the
humidity in the wood. In this way the tensile forces
exerted by the individual parquet layers can be
neutralised in favour of superior dimensional stability – ter Hürne quality in fact.

Real wood middle layer¹⁾
Real wood stabilizing layer¹⁾

A selection of our engineered hardwood flooring is certified fire
protection class Cfl-s1. Please contact us if you require further information.
,'

with exception for smoked products

30-year guarantee — Quality made in Germany.

Suitable for hot water and
electric²⁾ underfloor heating systems.

EN 14342 : 2005 + A1 : 2008

09
DOP: TH P 01 1 3
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5  46354 Südlohn  Germany

With CLICKitEASY you can install your floor yourself like a professional – simply, quickly and
securely. That is thanks to our ingenious, patented connection system based on the door lock
principle. The head ends of the planks click together with only light pressure. A tongue made
from stable plastic incorporated into the head end ensures that both planks lock together simply
and securely like a door lock. This ensures a permanent and strong joint. CLICKitEASY is the
perfect method for a floating floor installation without adhesive, hammer and tapping block or
for glue down installation.
Mehrschichtparkett zur schwimmenden
Verlegung bzw. zur vollflächigen Verklebung
EN 13489
Multi-layer parquet for floating installation
and/or full area bonding EN 13489

Brandverhalten
Reaction to fire

Dfl-s1

Formaldehydabgabe
Emission of formaldehyde

E1

Wärmeleitfähigkeit
Thermal conductivity

¹ 0,10 W/m K
² 0,12 W/m K

Biologische Dauerhaftigkeit
Biological durability

Klasse 1/Class 1

¹ Produkte mit Nadelholz-Mittelllage
¹ products with softwood as corematerial
² Produkte mit HDF-Mittellage
² products with HDF as corematerial

Click!

Impregnated
You should avoid leaving water on the engineered
hardwood flooring for any length of time, especially in places where it can easily penetrate, such as
on the ends of the planks or staves. If that happens
it can have unfortunate consequences: swelling
and raised head ends which will lead to damage
over time. We have developed a special process to
prevent these consequences: We treat all wood
joints – at the ends of planks or staves – with an
environmentally healthy oil-wax emulsion that
forms a highly effective protection against penetrating and damaging moisture.

1)
Herringbone and system planks have an HDF middle layer, a Kraft paper stabilising layer and tongue and groove PRO
connections – The herringbone and system plank formats are always installed glued down.

for electric surface heating systems with gentle warm-up technology and temperature control unit.

2)
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Formats

Profiles

Spatial effect

Round bevel

The format sizes of the planks not only determine
the appearance of the floor, they also have a decisive
influence on the overall ambiance of the room:
Long-format planks give your home extra spaciousness, the new herringbone format and the system
planks allow a variety of different classic installation methods.

The gently rounded bevels of the four sides of the
plank feel soft, but in contrast, have a very distinctive
appearance. This gives the planks in particular a
distinct emphasis on their format.

V-bevel

1 System plank

The shape of this four-sided bevel resembles the
letter ‘V’. Its profile provides a subtle contrast to the
generous format of the planks.

2 Herringbone
3 Plank

Each pack (planked) can contain
up to 2 layers of half boards

1

2190 x 162 mm

1082 x 162 mm

972 x 162 mm

3-strip Floor
Basket weave

2

2390 x 200 mm

4 Plank

3

Contura bevel
Each of the staves of varying lengths is bevelled on
all four sides thus clearly standing out from each
other.

4
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Gradings

Surface finish

A fundamental design desicion

Final perfection

The grading is a fundamental design characteristic and has a decisive influence on the overall
expressive effect of a wooden floor. Every plank of
wood is unique. And because each species of wood
has its own ‘personality’, there is a wide variety of
characteristics such as knot content, grain and
colour variation. Our gradings result from the selection and composition of the individual engineered
hardwood flooring planks - each of which has its
own individual character - according to our design
criteria.

1

even

2

balanced

3

expressive

4

impulsive

Lacquer
Lacquered floors have a silky shine, matt lacquered finishes have a silky matt effect and extra matt
lacquered surfaces absorb light and therefore look
completely natural. All three designs are of the same
high quality: The multi-layered coating system also
absorbs stronger impacts because it is both elastic and flexible. On the other hand it is hard, thus
protecting the surface from daily wear. Because
the surface is completely sealed and protected, our
lacquered floors are particularly easy to care for.

Natural Oil
We treat the porous surface with a breathable oil
based on natural raw materials. It penetrates deep
into the wood and strengthens it from within.
Thanks to our special oil treatment, our natural oiled
engineered hardwood flooring is breathable; absorbing moisture and releasing it again as required.
This has a positive, regulating influence on room
climate and creates a healthy living environment.
In addition, the visible and tactile structure of the
wood is preserved.

1

2

3

4

EXTRA
MATT LACQUER

Note re. grading: Variations in the grading of the wood surfacecannot be excluded due to the natural raw material. To permit these natural and unavoidable
variations in the grading classes, up to 5% of the staves may be taken from another grading class. (Extract from EN, european Norm, 13489:2002)
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Skirtings

The stair and step system

The crowning finish

Easy. Perfect. From floor to floor.

perfect floor is the sum of many details. Especially
the skirtings complete the overall impression. Ter
Hürne has a comprehensive selection of skirtings
to match many decors, both as real wood and decor
laminates.

Our ter Hürne floor doesn’t stop when it gets to the stairs.
With CLICKitEASY, continuing the stairs to the next level.
All the benefits at a glance:
•

floors and stairs have a uniform,
harmonious appearance.

•

finished nosing profiles can be simply
cut to size on site

•

unique ter Hürne designs are transformed
into stair and step profiles

•

ideal for renovating existing stairs and steps

•

nosing profiles to match the ter Hürne
ranges of luxury vinyl tiles and
engineered hardwood flooring

•

nosing profiles and floor planks are laid
simply, quickly and securely with the
CLICKitEASY long-edge connection

•

simple,compact system with just
three components

•

perfect left and right-handed nosing profiles
save the need for an additional edge trim

All the benefits at a glance:
•

simple, concealed installation
(fixing clips or adhesive)

•

concealed cable routing

•

damage-free wall renovation

•

no masking off required

ter Hürne skirtings are available
in a range of colours depending on
the article.

Neutral, decor and real wood
skirtings
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